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Abstract
Human speech consists of both Verbal and Nonverbal sounds.
Nonverbal sounds such as paralinguistics and expressive voices,
along with emotional speech, play an important role in human
communication. Nonverbal speech sounds not only convey im-
portant non-linguistic information, but also carry linguistic con-
tent in some cases. For example, emotional audio-visual signals
carry linguistic information along with the emotions that con-
vey the physical and mental state of a human being. Several
studies have explored different signal processing methods and
features for analysing the paralinguistic sounds and expressive
voices. Different approaches for emotion classification have
also been examined. Few studies have also attempted develop-
ing automated systems for emotion recognition However, much
research work is still required for a range of diverse practical ap-
plications. Hence, in this paper, different databases, signal pro-
cessing methods, features extracted, classifiers used for analy-
ses of paralinguistic sounds and expressive voices, performance
evaluation results and diverse applications are reviewed. The
objective of this paper is to present the diverse information re-
lated to this domain in a concise manner and at a single place,
that can be quite helpful to the beginners as well as experts in
this domain. This paper should also help further research work
in this direction.
Index Terms: Emotion recognition, Signal processing meth-
ods, Feature extraction, Paralinguistics, Expressive voices, Ap-
plications

1. Introduction
An analysis of nonverbal sounds such as paralinguistic sounds
along with emotions has now become a major topic for language
and speech processing researchers. Human speech is of gener-
ally two kinds verbal and nonverbal. Verbal speech conveys in-
formation with some language. Hence clear shape of the speech
organs exist for these sounds. Their characteristics are repro-
ducible. Nonverbal speech sounds convey nonlinguistic sounds.
Mostly these sounds are irregular and clear shape of speech or-
gans does not exist. Nonlinguistic sounds like cough, cry, laugh,
sneeze, yawn, bubs, and slurred voice in an intoxicated person
are generally termed as paralinguistic sounds. Vinay Kumar
Mittal et al. proposed as ”Nonlinguistic content carries infor-
mation regarding accent, native dialect, and speakers’ attitude,
gestures, moods (e.g., interested or indifferent), emotions (e.g.,
happy, sad or angry), articulation and identity” [1].

Nonlinguistic sounds have significant role in human intelli-
gence and social interaction. Nowadays machines are assisting
humans in multiple ways. In order to get his work done, hu-
man needs to communicate well with the machine. With the
increasing uses of human - machine interactions, recognition
technology supports compatible communication between hu-
mans and machines. Machine responds well to neutral signals,
but it is difficult to respond nonverbal sounds like paralinguistic,
sounds, emotional speeches and expressive voices [1], [2].
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of Paralinguistic Sounds recogni-
tion

Hence, there is a need to create systems for recognizing
nonlinguistic sounds from audio-visual signals. Noh voice or
opera singing type Expressive voices are trained voices to con-
vey intense emotions. Emotion perception and experience are
important to communicate in social context. It is indispensable
to understand the emotions for daily action of human beings.
Paralinguistic sounds recognition has number of applications
such as medical sciences, human-machine interaction, call cen-
ters, etc. Human audio signals can be of two kinds: linguis-
tics and paralinguistic sounds. Moreover, Paralinguistic sounds
recognition system can mainly be divided into two major parts:
feature extraction and classification using ML or ANN. It must
provide the training data to the classifier for machine learning,
so that it can build a model. Once features and model are built
then test the classifier with testing data and evaluate the accu-
racy of classification.

Objective is to recognize paralinguistic sounds along with
emotions. Recognition of Nonverbal sounds from audio-visual
signals can be represented schematically as shown in Figure 1.
Recognition accuracy is usually based on different signal pro-
cessing methods, extraction of feature sets and classifiers cho-
sen for recognition task. Overlapping of speeches in human-
human interaction also, effects the recognition, Olga Egorow
et al. focus on ”the relation between the emotional changes in
control and valence levels w.r.t the nature of the overlap and the
method proposed is based on features derived from such emo-
tional changes surrounding an overlap” [3].

In similar way there are various frame works are devel-
oped as Multiple kernel subspace learning [15], Universal au-
toencoders [18], Adversarial multitasking to extract a common
representation between train and test domain [6]. From the liter-
ature, it is observed that combination of audio and visual infor-
mation performs better than either of them only. Audio-visual
emotion recognition systems computationally classify emotion
from expressive audio-visual behavior, such as speech, facial
expression, and body gesture [19]. Researchers then combined
both the audio and visual modalities [20] and found that the
combination of these two modalities can improve the recogni-
tion performance for emotion.
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Table 1: Categorization of (a) Database types (b) Database
names with reference

(a) Type (b)Database Names

Natural
FAU-Aibo [4],EESDB [5], Msp-Imp. [6],
Davero [3], AEC [7], SUSAS [7],VAM [8]
RECOLA [9], CHEAVD 2.0, AFEW [10]

Enacted

KSU [11],IIT-KGP-SECS [12], LDC [13]
Emo-DB [5], CASIA [5], SAVEE [14],
eNTERFACE’05 [4], GEMEP [15]
GeWEC [7], EMO [7],IIITH-Telugu [12]
ABC [7], MSP-podcast [16],TESS [14]

Semi-Natural IEMOCAP [17]

In this paper we have presented a review on databases, fea-
tures and classifiers used for nonverbal speech recognition. This
paper is organized as follows Section 2 presents review on Emo-
tional speech databases and challenges, Section 3 presents Pro-
cessing methods for feature extraction, Section 4 presents Fea-
ture sets used, and different accessible Classifiers used for non-
verbal speech recognition is presented in Section 5, Section 6
presents the analysis on paralinguistic sounds and Expressive
voices, Section 7 presents, performance evaluation and results.
Finally, conclusion and future scope of the paper are presented
in Section 8.

2. Emotional Speech Databases and
Challenges

Emotion recognition systems performance depends on suitable
databases. Different databases evolved for different emotions
by different research groups are categorized into three types
Natural, Seminatural, and Enacted [21]. The enacted emotion
databases collected from the people by asking them to enact
in different emotions to the given text in one language. Such
Emotions from those databases are quite different from spon-
taneous emotions. Emotions that are recorded where the con-
text is given to the speaker comes under semi natural. Natural
databases come from natural situations like TV shows, call cen-
ters etc. [21]. This kind of data is purely natural and is helpful
for real emotion recognition. Different databases are mentioned
in Table 1 . Different challenges concerned to emotion recogni-
tions are discussed here. One challenge concerned to emotion
recognition is discussed that MFCC is mostly used feature for
speech emotion recognition and the relation between neighbor
coefficients is not consider by MFCC.

3. Processing Methods for Feature
Extraction

Accuracy of the emotion recognition system mainly depends on
methods used for processing the signal to extract the features of
emotional speech. In the past, many studies have been proposed
several signal processing methods to recognize emotion from
audio or speech, image and video signals. Different types of
signal processing methods that extracts the features are given in
Table 2.

3.1. Speech or Audio Signal Processing Methods

Mostly used speech signal processing methods for acoustic or
prosodic feature extraction is summarized in the Table 2. Open
SMILE Toolkit is an audio signal feature extractor that sup-

ports MFCC, F0, LPCC, LPC, formant frequency and funda-
mental frequency [31, 32]. Recognition accuracy achieved by
using open SMILE under Emo-DB database is 80.9%. Using
LP Residual method, frequency excitation source feature is ex-
tracted by taking the linear prediction residual of the original
signal [14]. Hamming window used for removing spectral leak-
age.

3.2. Video and Image Signal Processing Methods

Most of the image or video signal processing methods used for
visual feature extraction is listed in the Table 2. Gabor wavelet
features were extracted using Gabor bank filters gave emotion
recognition accuracy of merely 49.2% [30], although these are
used language and race independent dataset. The Facial Ani-
mation Features from Cohn and Kanade facial expression data
set were extracted using feature point detection and tracking
system [21], gave recognition accuracy up to 84%. However,
LBP and LPQ feature extractors were used with CMU Multi-
Pie audio-visual database, which gave the emotion recognition
results with accuracy up to 85.7% [30]. OpenFace is the first
open source tool capable of facial land mark detection and head
pose estimation facial action unit recognition and eye gaze es-
timation [33]. And two more popular techniques for feature ex-
traction are principal component analysis (PCA) and linear dis-
criminant analysis (LDA) [20]. From the literature, the results
obtained w.r.t. different audio-visual signal processing methods
are shown in Figure 2.

4. Features for Analysis
Speech features can be used to recognize difference among
emotional statements. Features selection and extraction plays
an important role for developing emotion recognition systems.
From the literature, features used are mainly classified into au-
dio, visual and audio-visual. In this section an overview of these
features are given.

4.1. Acoustic Features

Acoustic features are mainly divided into high level and low
level features.

• Low level features are spectrum cutoff frequency cen-
troid, correlation density, Mel frequency energy (energy
feature includes sum of auditory spectrum, sum of Rasta,
RMS energy, zero crossing rate), skewness, kurtosis etc.

• Prosodic includes f0(fundamental frequency), speech
rate, intensity, duration, energy, pitch etc.

• Energy: Energy is for recognizing the voiced and un-
voiced portions of the speech waveform. The unvoiced
portion has low energy and voiced portion has high en-
ergy because voiced part is periodic in nature.

• F0: Vocal folds vibration rate is known as fundamental
frequency

• MFCC: Cepstral includes MFCC, LPCC. Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients are derived from Mel(nonlinear)
type of cepstral representation of emotional speech
signal[34].

• ZCR: Zero crossing rate gives the number of crossings
of audio waveform through zero axis and its value is low
in voiced region and higher in nonvoiced regions
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Table 2: (a)Processing methods, (b) Features, (c) Results, (d) Databases, (e) References for emotion recognition

(a)Processing Methods (b) Features (c) Results % (d) Databases (e) Ref
LP Residual Epoch, Source, Spectral 60.6, 82.3, 99.1 IITKGP-SESC, Emo-DB, TESS [22], [23],[14]
Open SMILE Spectral, Prosody 61.6, 74.7, 80.9 EMA, Emo-DB and FAU Aibo [24],[13],[25]
Mel Filter Bank Cepstral, Spectral, Prosodic 89.3 Created by Author [26]
Hamming Window Cepstral, Spectral 88.2, 82.5, 91.3 Emo-DB, Chinese DB, CASIA [27],[28]
LBP, LPQ feature extractor LBP, LPQ 85.7 CMU Multi-PIE [29]
LPCs Cepstral, Prosodic, Spectral 66.4 Language and race independent [30]
Gabor filter bank Gabor wavelet 49.2 Language and race independent [30]
Feature point detc. and trak. Facial animation features 84 Cohn-kanade facial expression [21]

Figure 2: Different Audio-Visual signal processing methods

• Parameters such as formant frequency, bandwidth, jit-
ter and shimmer, glottal parameters etc. are called voice
quality parameters.

Spectral features such as spectral centroid, spectral spread, and
spectral flatness are used along with MFCCs for classifying
non-speech sounds including scream [35]. These low-level de-
scriptors are extracted frame by frame from each sentence. Qin
Jin et al. proposes a new feature representation named emotion
vector (eVector)at the lexical level and also uses the traditional
Bag-of-Words (BoW) feature, then combine these different fea-
ture representations via early fusion and late fusion [36]. Late
fusion of acoustic and lexical features increases recognition ac-
curacy.

4.2. Visual and Audio-Visual features

Emotion Recognition accuracy can be increased by using both
Audio and visual features for emotion recognition. Combina-
tion of audio and visual information performs better than either
of them only. Gabor wavelet features are used to represent fa-
cial expression. It allows description of spatial frequency in
the image while preserving information about spatial relations
[30]. Facial Action Units is an important building block in non-
verbal and emotion recognition system and in addition to AUs,
head pose and gesture also play an important role in emotion
and social signal perception and expression. The original video
features are based on Facial Animation Parameters (FAPs), part
of the MPEG-4 standard. FAPs describe the movement of the
face using distances between particular points on the face and
have been widely used to capture the facial expressions in the
emotion recognition literature [37]. The final features are statis-
tical functionals of the raw audiovisual features. These include
mean, variance, lower and upper quantiles.

5. Classification Algorithms
A system of classification is an algorithm to put each speech to
an appropriate emotion class according to the features extracted
from speech. There are many classifiers to recognize emotion.
The choice of classifiers depends on previous results in most of
the cases. Classifiers are generally categorized into linear and
nonlinear. Different classifiers used for emotion recognition are
provided in Table 3. GMM model is more appropriate in case of
global features and when the data is normally distributed, HMM
model is specially used when sample data is less, and SVM,
ANN are very popular in case of nonlinear feature. A wide di-
versity of supervised learning classifiers is competent to build
good speech emotion recognition systems, which include Hid-
den Markov Models, Gaussian Mixture Models, Support Vector
Machines and the likes [16]. Feature fusion-based results are
provided in Table 4. Figure 3 shows the results obtained with
different classifiers

6. Analysis of Paralinguistic Sounds and
Expressive Voices

Human speech can be of two kinds verbal and nonverbal. Lin-
guistic information is conveyed by verbal speech and nonverbal
speech conveys nonlinguistic information. Nonverbal speech
sounds can be of three categories [1, 42].

• Emotional speech that communicates emotions such as
happy, fear, sad, surprise, anger

• Paralinguistic sounds are like laughter, cry, cough,
sneeze and yawn.

• Expressive voices are trained voice sounds like Noh
voice and Opera singing [1].

Production of nonverbal sounds occurs in small and sudden
duration of time. Hence vocal cards vibration and vocal tract
system characteristics are different for normal speech and non-
verbal sounds. Most of the paralinguistic information is con-
veyed by prosodic features including variation in intonation and
voice quality. Carlos T. Ishi et al. proposes as ”Most research
works regarding paralinguistic information extraction, have fo-
cused on prosodic features related to intonation and rhythm,
such as F0 (fundamental frequency), power and duration. How-
ever, it has been shown that voice quality information (caused
by non-modal phonations, such as breathy, whispery, creaky
and harsh also plays important roles, when analyzing natural
conversational speech data, mainly in expressive speech utter-
ances” [43, 44]

The signal processing methods that are used for extracting
the features of normal speech are not work well in case of non-
verbal sounds. V.K.Mittal et al. uses Zero frequency filtering
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Table 3: (a) Classifiers (b)Results (c) Databases (d) References (e) Remarks for Emotion Recognition

(a) Classifier (b) Results % (c) Databases (d) Ref (e) Remarks

SVM 57.5, 64, 72.2, 81.3, 92 IITKGP-SESC, IEMOCAP
SAVE, Emo-DB, CASIA [22], [28], [38] [28] uses GMM super

vector based SVM
RF 75.7,99 CASIA, TESS, [39], [14] RF and CNN are combined

DNN 60.4, 84.38, 86.6, 87.2, 91.3 KSU, Emo-DB, SAVEE
EMOCAP, CASIA [11], [40], [27] Hybrid features ConvNets

and DNN, CNNBLSTM and DNN
SMO 99.1 TESS [14] Speakers are younger
CapsNet 72.3 IEMOCAP [41] Unwieghted accuracy
TLSL 74.7 FAU-Aibo Db [24] Used cross corpus

Figure 3: Emotion recognition accuracy with different classi-
fiers, used with different database

(ZFF) and Zero time liftering (ZTL) methods for extracting fea-
tures like the proportion of the closed phase region within glot-
tal cycle, ratio of energies in the low and high frequency regions
of the short-time spectrum, and the standard deviation of the
temporal fluctuations in the low frequency spectral energy [35].
The ZFF method of extracting glottal closure instants (GCIs)
is modified to derive a modified ZFF signal, which can capture
the impulse-like excitation characteristics, besides some other
information [45, 2, 46]. Diverse applications, recognizing par-
alinguistic sounds of speech illustrate the potential in Human-
computer interaction as well as in media retrieval.

7. Performance Evaluation and Results
In Table 2 and Table 3, the performance of different signal
processing methods and classifiers under different databases is
given in summary form. Similarly, in Table 4, the performance
evaluation results using fusion of different audio-visual features
and classifiers are given in the form of a compiled and pro-
cessed date inputs. SVM under five databases reported the re-
sults from 57.5% to 92%. SVM with IITKGP-SESC has given
poor performance compared with CASIA database. RF perfor-
mance ranges from 75.7% to 99% i.e. RF on TESS databases
out performance with state-of-the art methods. Sequential min-
imal optimization is more optimized version of the SVM al-
gorithm also, out performance on TESS databases. In similar
way, feature fusion based SVM, and SR classifiers have given
promising performance results of 87%.

8. Conclusion and Future Scope
Based on this study, it is observed that different signal process-
ing methods give different results for different databases. LP
residual, Hamming windowing, Mel filter bank feature extrac-

Table 4: Features fusion based emotion recognition

Classifier (Fusion Tech) Results Database Ref
SR (SKRRR feature fusion) 87.46% eINTERFACE’05 [47]
SVM (SKRRR feature fusion) 87.02% eINTERFACE’05 [47]
GMM, SVM, MLP 85.76% How Net [48]
2 DNN (multihop attention) 76.2% IEMOCAP [49]
CHEAVD 2.0 (Early Fusion) 70.5% eINTERFACE’05 [10]

tion methods have reported adequate results even with differ-
ent databases. Among different classifiers the SMO, DNN, RF,
SVM gives better results with different databases. Moreover
SVM, SR classifiers with audio visual feature fusion technique
of sparse kernel reduced rank regression have also reported bet-
ter results. The study involving SMO classifier with LP residual
signal processing method on TESS database has reported com-
paratively better performance evaluation results.

Further, Visual features, automated systems and diverse ap-
plications need to be studied. Though these efforts have been
reported mostly as attempts towards developing the automated
systems for recognizing paralinguistics, Emotional speeches,
and expressive voices from audio-visual signals, these are still
away from being use in real-time practical applications and of
any commercial value. However, for the sake of completeness
of this review study, compilation of these reported results is in
progress, and would be reported further. Hopefully, this paper
should be helpful to the researchers working in this area of par-
alinguistic sounds along with emotion recognition from audio-
visual signals and building real-time applications.
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